
The direction of pull is determined
by the position of the “J” hook and tube

unit on the face plate.  This position can be
easily changed.  The tube is removed by rotating it 

180˚ and then rolling the tube hook out of the “keyhole” 
in the face plate.
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When compared to the break-
a-way devices used with face-
bows currently available, “J”
hook headgear are as safe or
safer.  Facebows are potential-

ly dangerous because both
sides are connected keeping
the inner bow ends centered
with the face.  Additionally
most break-a-way devices

allow the facebow to be eased
out of the mouth before a
break-a-way force is reached.  

The “J” hook has the following advantages:
1) The right and left hooks are not connected. If either one comes

loose, it will be pulled out and away from the face.

2) The forward and backward travel of the “J” hook is limited by the
bent end and the welded elastic hook. (Fig. A) 

3) The new Quick-Fit head-
cap (Fig. B) 
provides the added
advantage of unsnapping
the tube from the head-
cap if a sudden hard pull
occurs. The High Pull
headcap will also come
apart at the adjustment
lock with similar force.

The Nola “J” Hook Headgear Safety Advantage
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(300-135) Snaps and
Pads can be
replaced 
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(300-100)
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• Fully adjustable, fits any
patient, no stapling
required.

• Snap-on elastic hooks
for use with facebows.

• Snap-on tubes for use
with “J” hooks.

• Six snap positions that
will deliver a force 
vector 10˚ below to 40˚
above the occlusal plane.

Quick-fit Headcap
Fig. A

Fig. B

 



Item Order No.

Headcaps, “J” Hooks & Accessories

Headcaps (Black) 300-100

Headcaps (Navy) 300-101

Headcaps (Brown) 300-102

Cuspid/Sliding Arch Retraction “J”-Hook (5/pk) 300-121

Bicuspid Retraction “J” Hook (5/pk) 300-122

Cuspid/Sliding Arch Retraction  “J” Hook - Long (5/pk) 300-123

High Pull Retraction “J” Hook (5/pk) 300-125

High Pull Retraction “J” Hook - Long (5/pk) 300-126

Stainless steel tubes for Variable Pull Headcap (10/pk) 300-131

Slip-on fabric pads (20/pk) 300-134

Snap-on pads for all headcaps (20/pk) 300-135

Great Lakes Orthodontics, Ltd.
200 Cooper Avenue, P.O. Box 5111 
Tonawanda, New York, 14151-5111

To Order:
880000--882288--77662266    FFaaxx:: 771166--887711--00555500
iinnffoo@@ggrreeaattllaakkeessoorrtthhoo..ccoomm

IMPORTANT REMINDER FOR DOCTORS!

To avoid risk of eye injury, be sure to inform patients and parents about proper safety
precautions when placing and removing headgear. Also caution patients against rough or
risky play while headgear is in place.
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